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Your comments on the simulation

• What were the difficulties you encountered (stress,
teamwork, leadership, conflicting ideas,
communication, time management, etc.)?
• What was the most difficult (and why)?
• What surprised you?

• How did you solve them (or not)?

• Did you communicate with some other teams? If not (or
yes), why?



My comments on	the	simulation	

• Three best	ideas

• Three main	gaps

• Five	other solutions	to	build a	strategy



Three best	ideas

• 1- Play the economic efficiency card vis-à-vis the UK by insisting
on the ‘commercial approach’ (what worked for the A400M)
• à Put yourself in the UK’s shoes (which has a 'liberal' political
economy)

• 2- Negotiate the UK's entry into the EDF as a counterpart to its
entry into SCAF
• à Use a political instrument that is in line with France's
European policy

• 3- Change the name of the program to overcome the
Tempest/SCAF conflict
• à Be aware of the identity of a program name, the associated
pride (constructivism)



Three main	gaps
• 1- Not sufficiently embodying the specific functional and
institutional role:
• à The five actors should not write the same strategy with the
same words, with the same objectives in mind, with the same
vision of the world

• 2- Tendency to assert, rather than demonstrate by entering the
partner's economic, political, cultural software:
• à Classic gap in academic papers but more problematic for a
position paper: don’t mix up a preference and a strategy

• 3- Tendancy to stay on your position, on the status quo rather
than seek consultation, negotiation and/or build innovative
solutions
• à Consequence? Tendancy to impose one preference (our
solution -SCAF- is the best), without taking into account the
balance of power



Five other solutions to build a/your
strategy
• [Minister of Armies]

• The Ministry’s position is one of the reasons for the FCAS
failure

• Incentives (and even concessions) must be created

• Either Dassault or Airbus should be ‘sacrificed’ to make
room for BAE (or Rolls-Royce vis-à-vis Safran)

• Put yourself in the other players shoes



Five other solutions to build a/your
strategy
• [Minister of Finance]

• Successfully merge the Tempest/SCAF programs by
changing…

• … scale and suggesting a merger of Airbus and BAE

• Reminder: BAE/EADS merger project in the early 2010
blocked by Germany



Five other solutions to build a/your
strategy
• [Chief of Defence Staff]

• Your (first/main) goal is not to do business but to
acquire the best possible weapons

• For military actors, an armaments programme is not just
an economic matter

• To put more emphasis on the military's own interests
(interoperability)



Five other solutions to build a/your
strategy
• [Airbus]
• Divergence of national interests? Play the game
of ‘constructive ambiguity’

• Dassault can say that the A400M is a failure, not
Airbus

• References:
• Maya Jegen and Frédéric Mérand, “Constructing

Ambiguity : Comparing the EU’s Energy and Defence
Policies,” West European Politics 37, no. 1 (2014):
182–203.

• Jean Joana and Andy Smith, “Changing French
Military Procurement Policy: The State, Industry and
‘Europe’ in the Case of the A400M,” West European
Politics 29, no. 1 (2006): 70–89.

• Nicolas Jabko, L’Europe Par Le Marché. Histoire
d’une Stratégie Improbable (Paris: Presses de
Sciences Po, 2009).



Five other solutions to build a/your
strategy
• [Dassault]

• Choice of words/lexical field:

• PR: be careful not to be too technical the PR is not an armaments
engineer

• Britain: ‘dominate’, ‘rival’: be careful not to be too agressive,
rather play the card of seduction, discussion, co-operation

• Flatter the ego of Britain by saying that it is the continent's main
military power, that we need it: surprise them!



Questions	



Comments on	the	paper

• General	comments

• Comments on	the	policy paper

• Comments on	the	review article



General	comments
• Topic:

• Political Economy, not just IR/Strategic Studies: need an econ/industrial issue

• Presentation of the demonstration:

• An introduction with (at least) a puzzle (to get the angle of your paper) and an
outline (to get the structure of your paper)

• Then, divide your paper into two or three parts/sections with titles to know
the main idea of each part/section in just few words

• For your title(s), be aware to select properly each word. Do not use words
from spoken language but from written language (expertise/social sciences).
Avoid metaphors (Ex. ‘Un pied en Asie’)



General	comments
• Presentation of the demonstration:

• Write paragraphs that are neither too
long nor too short.
• One paragraph = one idea.
• The first sentence of the paragraph =
the main idea of the paragraph.

• Make it easy for your reader who has
no time: one paper, one question,
one idea/argument (clear, not too
complicated, sharp)



General	comments

• Be specific when using certain words
• Ex. ‘Strategy’ or ‘Geopolitics’? Not the same meaning
• Ex. ‘State’ rather than ‘country’
• Ex. ‘Important’

• Adjectives take a capital letter in English but not in French
• Ex. Latin America; Amérique latine
• Ex. European Union; Union européenne

• Avoid using adverbs that make the text heavier
• Ex. « La FR gagnerait à intégrer réellement le… »; ‘a full co-operation’
• à How? Why?



General	comments

• References
• Almost no one has used the readings we have worked on
together

• Goal of the exercice
• Go beyond the actors' discourse and even sometimes
reproduce them
• Go beyond description, observation, to interpret, to explain a
phenonemon (i.e. show things that actors do not see)
• Go beyond an intellectual laziness and… Make
people think!



Comments on	the	policy paper

• Adapt your speech/paper to the context, who you are, who
you are talking to, etc.

• You can give a speech/discourse/paper that is perfectly
suitable in a one context and not at all in another one

• E.g. Not be too theoretical when addressing a policy-maker

• E.g. While the idea of convincing Sweden to join the
Tempest is an interesting strategy, the EDA cannot defend
the UK in the context of Brexit



Comments on	the	policy paper

• IRIS is not the only (French) think tank. Could you give some
other names?
• IFRI, FRS, IRSEM, Chatham House, SIPRI, IISS, etc.

• It is difficult to put yourself in the shoes of a particular actor.
You have almost always chosen to represent a French actor
• OK, but do not take for granted that your position or
language is shared by other actors

• E.g. Political, strategic, industrial dependence on the USA:
not the same perceptions in FR and UK
• E.g. ‘Europe de la défense','strategic autonomy': elements of
French political language



Comments on	the	review article

• The objective is to participate in a scientific controversy. Therefore, it is
strange to select old references (more than five years old)

• It is a matter of comparing, and not juxtaposing, the two or three
references selected

• Tendency to focus on the dependent variable: discussion around the
observation of a phenomenon and not enough its explanation

• Not enough comments/criticism mobilizing other references in the
second part

• Formulate your criticisms in a constructive way: show how to complete
an ongoing research



Questions



Session 7. Nuclear deterrence, non-
proliferation, disarmament?



Context

• US/Iran Clash

• 2013
• JPOA (Joint Plan Of Action)
• P5+1: UN’s Security Council’s
permanent members: China,
France, Russia, the United
Kingdom, and the United States;
plus Germany

• 2018
• US withdrawal



Context



Context



Context



1962:	Cuban missile	crisis



Documentary on the Cuban missile
crisis
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yREtDj7PzAE

• Part	1
• https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2hblkb

• Part	2	
• https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2hblwk



Compulsory reading

• Pelopidas,	Benoit.	L’insoutenable	légèreté	de	la	chance:	
trois	sources	d’excès	de	confiance	dans	la	possibilité	de	
controller	 les	 crises	 nucléaires.	 In	 Meszaros,	 Thomas	
(ed.)	Repenser	 les	 Stratégies	 Nucléaires.	 ConAnuités	 et	
Ruptures.	Un	homage	à	 Lucien	Poirier.	Bruxelles:	Peter	
Lang,	2019,	p.	351-384.	



Case	study &	Puzzle	

• Case	study
• Cuban	missile	crisis
• ‘Pendant	 ce	 second	 jour	 [le	 27	 octobre	 1962],	 la	 crise	
aweignit	 un	 tel	 paroxysme	 qu’on	 fut	 à	 deux	 doigts	 de	
déclencher	la	guerre	nucléaire,	et	plus	d’une	fois’	

• Puzzle	
• Why	was	there	no	nuclear	war	in	1962?	
• Why	 has	 the	 Cuban	 missile	 crisis	 not	 turned	 into	 a	
nuclear	war?	



Mainstream argument

• Richard	Rhodes:	« Malgré	plusieurs	accidents	évités	de	
justesse	 [...]	 personne	 au	 pouvoir	 ne	 croit	 que	 (les	
armes	nucléaires)	peuvent	exploser »

• Capacity	 (of	 decision-makers)	 to	 control	 nuclear	
weapons	and	manage	nuclear	crises



Criticism of the mainstream
argument
• ‘La	 situation	 était	 en	 fait	 extrêmement	 dangereuse	 et	
que	 son	 issue	 pacifique	 ne	 peut	 et̂re	 réduite	 à	 une	
gestion	de	crise	réussie	et	pleinement	informée’	

• ‘L’utilisation	 des	 armes	 nucléaires	 a	 été	 évitée	 à	
l’automne	 1962	 non	 pas	 seulement	 par	 la	modération	
du	président	Kennedy	et	de	Nikita	Khrouchtchev,	mais	
suite	aux	décisions	prises	par	des	opérateurs	nucléaires	
individuels,	 dans	 des	 conditions	 d’informations	
incomplètes	ou	incorrectes’	



Pelopidas’	argument	

• Explanation less by the control factor than by chance

• Definition of luck:
• Product of partial information,
• Misperceptions,
• The limits of safety, of the presidential command and
control system on nuclear weapons,
• And of the possibility of accidents

• The theory of accidents is that systemic accidents cannot be
managed



Pelopidas’	argument	

• ‘La	 Crise	 était	 beaucoup	 plus	 dangereuse	 que	 ce	 que	 les	
dirigeants	pensaient	à	l’époque’	

• ‘Les	 dirigeants	 Américains	 et	 Soviétiques	 avaient	 moins	 de	
connaissance	 et	 de	 contrôle	 sur	 leurs	 forces	 militaires	 que	 ce	
qu’ils	imaginaient’

• ‘Il	est	maintenant	amplement	prouvé	que	le	fait	que	la	crise	n’ait	
pas	conduit	à	une	guerre	nucléaire	était	dû	en	grande	parze	à	la	
«	 bonne	 fortune	 ».	 À	 notre	 avis,	 cette	 découverte	 est	 la	 plus	
importante	puisqu’elle	sape	les	prétentions	de	ceux	qui	pensent	
que	les	crises	nucléaires	peuvent	être	gérées	sans	danger	et	que	
les	 systèmes	 de	 commandement	 et	 de	 contrôle	 fonctionneront	
comme	ils	sont	censés	le	faire’



Result

• Why underestimate the danger?

• Overconfidence in arms control, which is therefore a source
of increased risk. Three sources of overconfidence:

• 1) The limits of political leaders' knowledge about nuclear
weapons during the Crisis have been revealed

• 2) Full presidential control cannot be taken for granted

• 3) Weapons safety was very problematic at the time



Politics driven by overconfidence,
(un)luck and a lack of expertise?



Conclusion	

• 1) Arms, Business and Politics in the XXIst century
• A little-known yet strategic field: A less ‘quiet politics’?
• Defence-industrial capitalism: Procurement, arms trade, export control
policies

• Complementary to other IR courses: Foreign policy and economic
issues

• 2) Ask classic political science questions
• Civil-military relations within the State
• State/Industry relationships (i.e. France, UK, Germany)
• Decision-making drivers
• Political change (i.e. India, China)
• Structure/Hierarchy of the international order



Conclusion	

• 3)Methodological reminders and professional advice
• Give some tips to read an article, to formulate a proper
question, to write a paper, to find an internship, to
participate to a simulation, etc.
• Interact with stakeholders: officers, industrialists, civil
servants, experts

• 4) And so what?
• Brexit, EU, Putin, Trump, China, India, Erdogan, etc.
• 5A: International Co-operation & Defence Policies



Some last	info	

• Dinner: 5 Feb, 8 pm at Le Comptoir Breton (11 rue
Saint-Pierre)

• Conference: 6 Feb, 12.45-2.15 pm (Cocteau Amphi)

• Deadline for your paper: 11 Feb, 9 pm



(Anonymous)	Evaluation	

• One	thing you take away

• Strengths

• Weaknesses

• Advice


